Events and dates!
02/19-23:
04/24-05/01 :

« Supporteurs de Flambeau » week-end at Chausse
Training for future animators organised by the FSEF in la baie
de Somme

05/7-8 :

PSP week-end (Cévennes region)

05/13-16:

Territorial PFA gathering in Jambville Rallye

July :

France : National PFC camp at Chausse
France : National PFA camp in le Mazet
Belgium : National PFC and PFA camp

2020 ! What an exceptional year we have just lived through and who could have
predicted a year ago all that has happened? Faced with such difficulties, pessimists will see
everything in black and demoralize a battalion.. Optimists, for their part, will know how to take
advantage of every opportunity to bounce back whatever the problems. In any case, we have
had to adapt all year long to the whims of the virus and the directives of our governments to try
and eradicate it or at least to diminish its devastating effects.

In this issue, you will see that PFs have been able to adapt, find new
ways to "get together", carry out operations to relieve loneliness or exhausted
staff, and even organize some face-to-face activities. Thanks to everyone for
their commitment during this period and particularly to Simon
ESTIEVENART from Brussels who sent a drawing of encouragement to the
elderly almost every day of the first period of lock-down.

Prayer intentions :

• Resumption of PF activities after the lock-down

• Weekend of the “Supporteurs de flambeau”
• The territorial PFA rally
• Activities with our evangelical and protestant
colleagues
• National summer camps

One of the positive outcomes of COVID was to bring back to Belgium
Mathias and Iona BOUTET faster than expected after a few months
spent in the United States as volunteers in a camp for disabled people.
Mathias therefore took over the Youth Coordination of the Salvation
Army in Belgium on his return and thus also supervises the PFs there.
We thank him for everything he has already done in the last few months
and for all the projects he still has in reserve.
Christians are not preserved from the difficulties of our world but have an advantage,
they are not alone to face them because God is at his side at every moment. So as Mark 5:36
says: "Do not fear, only believe. ».
Happy new year to you all !
Philippe CLEMENT
RTPF

Philippe CLEMENT

• May God continue to work in the hearts of every
child and young one involved in PF activities

10, rue de Dambach - 67100 STRASBOURG
Porteurs de flambeau
France/Belgique

philclem@club.fr

Flashback on 2020…
02/24-28 : Strasbourg’s winter
camp
A few months ago, the PFs of Strasbourg spent a very
nice winter vacation in the magnificent Vosges
mountains, at the Schildmatt : a chalet located in the
heart of a sumptuous fir forest, the ideal setting for a
scout camp!
Although the first few days were sunny, we had the
privilege to have snow afterwards! For the greatest
pleasure of the PFs as well as the animators.
During this short stay, the children were able to enjoy
various activities such as a treasure hunt, a visit to the
reindeer farm, campfire, a walk in the forest and
sledding.
This scout camp was an opportunity to share wonderful
moments with friends, laughter, tears, reconciliation,
and also to rediscover the wonderful creations of our
God.
- Philippe Clément

March / May: First lock-down
Several initiatives were born amongst our PFs during
this first lock-down, serving God and the neighbor
even at a distance!
First initiative, the project "Children in solidarity, I’m
thinking of you" with the sending of drawings made by
the children of the corps including the PFs, to the
nursing homes of the foundation. Drawings reached the
residents from all over France and Belgium, and even
more so Belgium thanks to the contribution of Simon
ESTIEVENART.
Then, the animators from Strasbourg went to the Laurie
Munch nursing home to bring a musical presence,
appreciated by everyone!

FSEF : French Evangelical Scouts
Federation :
Most of the FSEF projects had to be cancelled this year (joint activity in Jambville
in May, leaders trainig, regional joint activities...). Apart from the day-to-day
management, the work focused mainly on sharing difficulties and projects related
to COVID 19 and the preparation of 2 BAFA courses for 2021.

PSP : Protestant Scouting Platform :
Several projects were cancelled but others were able to continue. A meeting of
the PSP scout leaders of the region of Nîmes could be postponed to September
and allowed, besides getting to know each other, to start a project for a
common weekend in 2021.
The booklet of Meditations for new adventures intended to offer already made
mediation/devotion times was finalized. Printing will take place in December.
The PSP marker project (crest that will be given to each person who
participates in a common Protestant Scouting event) has progressed well.

Internationally :
French Guiana: Scouting activities have started in the 3 Salvationist corps
in Cayenne in 2019 with the support of 3 EEUdFs (Eclaireuses et Eclaireurs
Unionistes de France, an evangelist scout movement) leaders who are on site.
2 Salvationists leaders were invited to the 2019 Scoutmob Jamboree. David,
Florence and Josué VANDEBEULQUE as well as Philippe CLÉMENT had
planned to go to French Guiana for a PF training in April 2020.
Unfortunately, COVID19 made this project impossible. Contacts are
underway to postpone this project as soon as possible.
- Philippe Clément.

Last but not least, the animators from France and
Belgium have mobilized to send messages of support to
the staff and volunteers of the Salvation Army.

July
6th-10th and 13th-25th in Strasbourg :
PFA/teens and PFC/children daily and weekly
camps
In this difficult year due to the epidemic, in order to allow
activities for the children despite the cancellation of the
summer camps we have organized 2 weeks of activities
for the children and 1 week for the teenagers.
Each activity was conducted outdoors in accordance with
the safety instructions. The teens were able to go to the
lake, ride bikes...It was a very good week!
Children's activities were done in groups of 10 supervised
by 3 animators, they were able to let off steam through
sports and water games.

European Scouts and Guides Network (ESGN) : Saturday 31st October
was the date of the last meeting of the ESGN. This year we had to adapt and
organise an online meeting. A good opportunity to meet new delegates from
Belgium, Georgia, Germany and Romania, to meet Wendy Caffull (our new
Under Secretary for the Europe Territory), to share difficulties and new ideas
to share difficulties and new
ideas during the COVID
period, to plan new projects
for after the COVID period
and to discuss issues related to
Scouts and Guides.
- Philippe Clément.

Two wonderful weeks!
- Josué Vandebeulque

Dunkirk :
While the year was turned upside down with the surprise
arrival of COVID-19, Dunkirk corps nevertheless
continued to operate to everyone's delight.
After the first period of lock-down when PF activities
were stopped, we have set up summer activities for our
young people!

The program was designed so that everyone could find something to enjoy! The
young people from Dunkirk were able to let off steam through great musical
games, board games, creative activities (ironing beads, craft paper, painting etc
...), outings to the beach, the zoo, and the park where sometimes they even
enjoyed a picnic on the spot, a movie session at the station. We also did a good
deed: we put on gloves and cleaned the nature by collecting all the garbage that
was on our way.
Children also participated in a big Fifa tournament on Xbox and played Just
Dance. During the whole summer we welcomed the same children (about 8 to
10 children on average), regulars of the post, almost all PFs but we were
surprised and happy at the same time to see that we doubled the number of
people present at the end of the summer! In fact, when we took over the PFs,
about fifteen young people re-formed the PF troop with 3 under-6-year-olds, 5
PFCs and 7 PFAs!
Unfortunately, we stopped again the sessions with the 2nd wave but we will be
stronger as soon as possible! In the meantime, the young people are getting
ready to prepare the Christmas show of the corps, of course taking all the
necessary precautions against COVID!
- Océane Gadan

The « supporteurs de Flambeau » :
During the Jamboree in August 2019, several young people had a reflection on
the PF movement. We told ourselves that we wanted to continue carrying the
torch and keep learning from scouting life without necessarily being an
animator because until now when a PF reached the age of 18 he became an
animator or no longer participated in activities except for the summer camps.
Thomas ALEGRE and I thus thought about a new branch of PF that could
match the expectations of these young people, we wrote a project following
this reflection and sent it to David VANDEBEULQUE and Philippe
CLÉMENT to show them our proposal. They replied that they had been
wanting to set it up for several years did not find many interested people and
that they were surprised and happy that this project came out of the will of
young people.
Then 6 months later, we met in Chausse for a weekend from February 14 to 17
which aimed at setting up the first outing of the movement represented by these
young people.
During this weekend we were able to set up brainstorming sessions in order to
develop this project. Thus we were able to build a bridge without rope or
string, we hiked for 8 to 10 kilometers, we helped to tidy and organize the PFs'
belongings and we learned to sharpen our tools, all that guided by the spiritual
times given by David VANDEBEULQUE. All of these activities represent the
values of the movement such as the willingness to learn, the notion of service
and the spiritual notion that guides all our actions. We came back from this
weekend more determined than ever and with memories and ideas to be
realized in our heads.......

- Nicolas Vandebeulque.

09/12-13 : the RTPF in Lyon
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For its first outing after the confinement, the RTPF
(Philippe CLEMENT) went in Lyon for a weekend in
September. After an outing to the accrobranche
(adventure park) on Saturday, two new under-6-yeardold, two new PFC and two new animators were
welcomed in the troop during the Sunday morning
worship.
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PFA, Strasbourg
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We were lucky to have a camp in a beautiful place with
the PFC and PFA of Strasbourg: Le Rimlishof. 4 days
for the youngest and 6 days for the older ones.
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The children spent a very good week, learning and
discovering scouting techniques, such as making fire, or
building a table etc... while having fun through several
sports games and reflection on the vast Rimlishof
domain.
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The teenagers were also able to take advantage of this
marvelous setting, they were also able to discover the
region during a tough and exciting hike to the big ball,
not simple for everyone but very good memories that
will remain engraved in their memories.
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Did you say second lock-down? It takes more than that to stop the PFs in France and
Belgium who once again have overflowed with initiatives.
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The animators of Paris troop have set up an online padlet to offer their PFs online
sessions, from meditation times to games and training time with the possibility for the
PFs to react, post and share their achievements.
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In Strasbourg, the choice was made to offer online sessions as well, this time taking
the form of weekly videos posted every Saturday.
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Finally, the PF leaders of the territory were able to enjoy a meeting during a zoom
conference. After a remote ceremony and a meditation, everyone was able to share
news about their troop and the projects set up in response to the lock-downs. True
to the scout spirit, the leaders were also
able to enjoy themselves around a
recreational
time.
Finally,
before
concluding this meeting, a multitude of
national and territorial projects were
presented (Chall'ange, trainings...).
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December is always full of activities and opportunities for the PFs to put their motto
at work. The kettle campaign being maintained, PFs can participate in it. This year,
the Chall'ange gives everyone an opportunity to challenge themselves, whether
through sports, artistic or gourmet challenges, and through their commitment and
sharing, to raise additional funds in this unprecedented situation.
https://www.jedonneenligne.org/cads/campagne/marmites/
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